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We have arrived at the end of the Autumn term, the longest term of the school year. 

In the last two weeks, we have had te Winter Fair, organised by the PTA.  This was a huge 

success, raising over £1400, all of which, will go back towards the children of the school. A 

HUGE thank you to the members of the PTA for organising this and working so hard for the 

benefit of our children and community. The PTA also organised the Secret Santa appeal, 

which provided £53 for some of our families, to help them at Christmas. Ms Thelma has also 

been working with a local charity, to organise donations of groceries for families in the 

school. 

Christmas Jumper Day raised over £140, which will be donated to Save The Children.  It was 

wonderful to see staff and children alike in their festive best.  We also held annual Christmas 

lunch, which the children described as ’The Best Lunch Ever!’ 

KS1 and EYFS performed in their winter plays.  KS1 performed Operation Christmas and the 

EYFS showcased The Bossy King.  Pre-School held a wonderful Singalong for parents and 

carers. It was delightful to see our youngest learners performing for the parents.  There will 

be more opportunities for you to come in and see the children perform in the Spring Term. 

This week, we hosted our end of term Art and DT exhibition, which a number of families 

visited.  This is a chance for parents to see the creative endeavours of children across the 

school.  

Today we say goodbye to Mrs Walker,    and Mrs Meredith.  We wish them the very best of 

luck for the future. Mrs Fraga will continue to oversee Inclusion, and will work even more 

closely with parents and children as she takes on the role of SENCO for Stockwell.  Ms 

Rushna has been appointed as the Team Leader for Pre-School—congratulations! 

Mrs Fraga and Ms Priscilla have been working hard to organise the clubs offering for the 

Spring term and you should have received the information by email earlier today.  WE are 

delighted to be offering such a wide range of clubs. Booking will go live on Friday 16th at 

1pm. 

I would like to take this opportunity to thank all of the staff at the school for their hard over 

the term.  Their efforts, and willingness to go the extra mile, are appreciated.  

Have a wonderful, restful holiday everyone.      

Ms Zenia McIntosh, Acting Head of School 

Our Weekly Update 

 

4th January 2023 

Children return to school 

Pre-school and Nursery stay and play (closed to existing  

children)  

5th January 2023 

Phonics Parents workshop 

Pre-school stay and play (closed to existing children)  

Nursery children return 

6th January 2023 Open Morning 

12th January 2023 Writing Parent Workshop 

13th January 2023 Open Morning Wednesday 14th December, 2022 

Dates for your Diaries 



 

 

What an amazing end of term this has been! On Friday the 2nd of De-

cember, our school hosted just another spectacular event – The Win-

ter Fair. 

It was a pleasure to walk around the green zone and seeing all the 

festive decorations, delicious food, warm drinks, the exciting ride, our 

sensational band and so many other thrilling things. 

The smiles on the children’s faces when they visited Santa in his 

grotto were really heart-warming. 

One of the most astonishing parts of the Winter Fair was when peo-

ple won the raffle tickets challenge. The prizes were marvellous and 

from out of this world. 

Everybody was flabbergasted by the remarkable Christmas tree and 

Winter decorations around our school. 

We all had a great time and we hope we can have more incredible 

moments like this very soon. 

 

Produced by the Digital Leaders 

 

 

Winter Fair 



Appreciation 

Value of the Month 

 

We let space around the school.   
 

You can hire the school hall, and 
grounds, on a regular basis or as a one 

off.   
Need a space for a party? 

Looking for a pitch for your team? 
 

Contact the school office on:  
clericalofficer2@stockwell-

pri.lambeth.sch.uk 
to make an enquiry. 

Lettings 

Need to get in touch?  Contact us in the following 

ways: www.stockwell-pri.lambeth.sch.uk 

Telephone: 020 7274 7687 

Twitter: @StockwellPri   

E-mail:  

clericalofficer2@stockwell-pri.lambeth.sch.uk Parents Phonics Online Workshop 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Please remember that everyone in our school 
community deserves to be treated with respect. 
While we may have differences of opinion, it is 

vital that we continue to communicate effectively 
with each other.  Breaches of conduct towards 

staff, children or other parents may result in the 
school taking further action. 

https://twitter.com/StockwellPri


Pre-School 

Writing Parents Workshop 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This week, the Pre-School children had their Christmas singalong performance. Children 

enjoyed the performance and showed great confidence. We also had our graduation for the 

children who will be transitioning to nursery and we wish them all the very best in their next 

journey. We also had small Christmas party with a surprise visit from Santa with the 

children's Pre-School gift. We would like to end this year by saying a very Merry Christmas 

and Happy New Year.   

 

 

 



Nursery 

Reception 

In Literacy ,we are going to 

focus on our key text, 

‘Giraffes Can’t Dance’.  The 

children will be 

encouraged to engage in 

conversations about the 

story which will allow 

them to learn new 

vocabulary. 

In Maths, we are going to be learning how to count to 

10, using our fingers.  

In Understanding of the World, we will learn to use a 

wide range of vocabulary to describe what we can hear around the school. In 

Expressive Arts and Design, we will be creating our own class song using different 

instruments. 

 

As part of our 

learning in PSED, we 

will learn how to be 

more confident in 

new social 

situations. The 

children will also 

take part in a class 

talent show.  

 

Next term in Literacy, the children will be transported to different worlds such as 
Antarctica, Space and the Jurassic period to name a few. On our first week back, we 
are going to travel to the savannah to see the different kinds of animals that live 
there and read the book ‘One Day on our Blue Planet in the Savannah’!  

In Maths next term, we are starting off by consolidating the children’s knowledge of 
5. We will re-introduce zero, compare numbers to 5 and explore the composition of 
4&5. In Understanding the World, the children will be researching nocturnal and 
diurnal animals and using this as a stimulus to talk about their own sleep routines.  

In our first week back, we are going to think about screen time and how it impacts 
us. We are going to think about all the positive and negative ways in which it affects 

us and write up a list. We are going to agree on how 
much screen time we should have each day and 
why it might be bad for us to have too much.  



Year 1 

Opening Morning 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For our next fiction topic in English, we are going to be looking at Oliver Jeffers story 
‘The Way Back Home’.  In Maths, We will begin to explore the numbers up to 
twenty.  

Next term in Science, we will start looking at our new topic of Light and Dark and 
research our key Scientist Annie Easley.   

In Art, we will be starting a new topic of painting and looking for inspiration from 
famous artists.      

We are going to be introduced to our new topic ‘Taking Flight’.  

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

We performed Operation Christmas! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

We sang beautifully for our adoring 

audiences!  

We had fun at our class parties! We built a snowman! 



Friends of Stockwell 

Year 2 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Next term, we will explore the features of 

traditional tales through the story of ‘Anansi 

and the Sky God’. We will continue to 

develop use of correct punctuation, 

adventurous expanded noun phrases and 

consistent use of tense.  

In Maths, we will look at money. Children 

will identify the value of different coins and 

learn how to use the symbols for pounds 

and pence correctly.  

In DT, our focus next term will be on the 

properties and uses of everyday materials. 

Children will identify the materials used to 

make everyday objects and consider that 

material’s suitability. 

In Art, we will look at painting and how to 

create different effects using various 

techniques.   

Our topic next term will be the Great Fire of 

London. In Geography, the children will 

begin by looking at a range of different maps 

and discussing their key features. In History, 

children will use a range of sources of 

information to investigate how the fire 

started and how it stopped.  



Year 3 

In English next term, we are focusing on the World War 2 text ‘Friend or Foe’. 
We are exploring evacuation and will be writing diary entries as evacuees. 
  
In Maths, we will be carrying on with multiplication and division, we will be 
starting to look at multiplying 2-digit numbers by 1-digit numbers.  
 
In Science, we are carrying on with our topic of forces, focusing now on 
magnetism.  
 
In Art and DT, we are looking at sketching, and we will use sketching 
techniques to help us sketch London landmarks.  
 
In History, we are starting our new topic of World War 2, we will be looking 
at the Allied and Axis Powers in the war and the effect of The Blitz.  

Pines and Needles 

 



Stockwell Superstore 
 

Year 4 

 
Next term in English, the 

children will be completing 

the ‘Imagine a story project’. 

This is a creative writing 

project where children will 

be contributing to a 

collection of short stories, 

alongside their classmates, that will be professionally 

published.  

Next term in Maths, we will start with multiplication and 

division. Children will learn factor pairs for numbers and then 

move onto formal methods of division and multiplication.  

Next term in Science, we will study electricity. Through research and investigations children 

learn to identify common appliances that run on electricity, construct a simple series 

electrical circuit and identify and name basic parts, including cells, wires, bulbs, switches 

and buzzers. Next term in Art, Children will be finding out about the artist David Hockney, 

looking at a selection of his works and making observations and responses to his style of 

painting.  Children to work towards creating their own version inspired by his famous 

landscapes collection.  

In Humanities next term, children will carry out a case-study of Peru. We will make 

comparisons to Peru and the UK as well as looking at Paddington Bear and the London 

Underground System.  



Year 5 

Year 6 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Next term, we will start our new topic of Route 66 and look at the story of ‘The 
Watertower’ to write our own suspense stories. 

In Maths, we will look at ratio and link this to our understanding of fractions as 
well as look at measure. 

In Science, we will look at light and how it travels to enable us to see.   

In Art, we will begin to look at Norman Rockwell and his influence on American 
art.  

We’ll study Route 66 and the states of American which is travels through and 
look at the human and physical geography of the areas.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In English, we explored narrative poetry inspired by The Highwayman and wrote our 
very own poems. Next term it’s all about the HMT Windrush.  

In Maths, we have been rounding off fractions by putting our learning to use in the 
context of food and stories. Next term it’s all about multiplication.  

In Science, we did an amazing investigation looking at shadows and the moon. Next 
half term it’s all about forces.  

In Art, we drew beautiful Viking boats and developed our skills over the year.  

 

We rounded off an 
amazing term of topic 

with a trip to the 
Horniman museum.  

Next term, we will be 
exploring the 

Caribbean and the  

Experiences of the 
Windrush generation.  

 



Q1) What are house captains and how many houses are there at 

Stockwell Primary School? 

Sharon & Rwoh’n – The house captains are students that take care of 

houses and show new people around the school. There are four hous-

es: Blue Kingfishers, Red Robins, Yellow Canaries and Green Woodpeck-

ers. 

Q2) Why did you decide to become a house captain? 

Sophia & Hania - We were nominated by our teachers because we are 

responsible pupils and we are role models to our class and peers. 

Q3) How does a house get points? 

Kyree & Saratu – We get house points by following the school rules 

and our teacher’s instructions and also for helping the teachers with 

small jobs around the school. 

Q4) What is your favourite part of being a house captain? 

Fatima & Siadi – What I like the most is being a role model to so many 

pupils in our school and showing visitors around. 

Q5) What tasks do you have to complete within your role? 

Hania – Rwoh’n – Some of the tasks we do are: showing adults the 

school and going around collecting house points and obviously showing 

respect to everybody even if they do not belong to our house.  

 

Interviewed by the Digital Leaders 

 

House Captains – Y6 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pupil Voice 



Children’s 
Centre 


